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Welcome to the 
thirteenth edition of 
The Evolve Alliance 
research journal . 
which explores the 
theme  of education 
in a post pandemic 
l a n d s c a p e . 
C O V I D - 1 9 h a s 

resulted in a rapid and significant economic shock to the U.K It has acted as a 
catalyst to accelerate digitisation as large elements of consumption, education, 
work and social interaction moved online in a few short weeks. This 
unprecedented disruption moved a large  proportion of activity from traditional 
“bricks and mortar” workspaces and educational establishments to   digital work and learning spaces as 
restrictions were introduced to avoid the healthcare sector becoming overwhelmed. Changes in education 
that would normally take generations happened in a few short weeks as education almost entirely online. AI 
and machine learning could transform the education landscape - for example imagine a classroom where 
student teams are learning with a computer simulation, planning a scientific expedition to Mars. They might 
be challenged to think about the tools they need or the clothing and food they will bring. As the students 
make decisions about their voyage to the red planet, the simulation changes until each group is following a 
storyline all their own. These opportunities are now a reality as unlike AI of the past, which may have been 
limited to processing straightforward data like test answers, today’s technology can take data from multiple 
sources to make decisions about how to tailor students’ experiences.

In this edition of the evolve Alliance journal we will be examining some possibilities of what this could mean 
for us as educators from Sir Anthony Seldon as well as taking a look at Brunts Academy part of the Evolve 
Trust is embracing this on  practical level through the deployment of Century AI.
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How CENTURY Uses AI to Enhance 
Teaching and Learning
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What is CENTURY?

Our CEO, Priya Lakhani OBE, founded CENTURY in 
2013 with the aim of creating an online learning 
platform that would help students around the world 
to reach their academic potential while minimising 
teachers’ workload.

Today, we are a diverse team of teachers, 
technologists and scientists, and CENTURY is used in 
leading schools and colleges in 45 countries 
worldwide. Our platform offers a wide range of 
English, maths and science courses for KS2 - KS4 as 
well as adult learners. 

How does the platform work?

CENTURY uses artificial intelligence, neuroscience and 
learning science to create personalised, constantly-
adapting pathways for every learner, guiding them through 
‘nuggets’ – short lessons made up of a slideshow, video 
and question set – in the order and at the pace that will 
work best for them. 

For example, if a student is struggling with a nugget on 
analysing similes, then they may be directed to learning 

materials and 
questions that will 
help them to identify 
similes, or if they are 
finding Pythagoras's 
Theorem difficult, they 
may be taken to a 
nugget on square 
numbers and angles. 

This ensures that gaps in foundational knowledge are 
quickly identified and remedied, weaknesses are scaffolded 
and strengths built upon, with automated, constructive 
feedback provided at the point of need. 

As learners work through their pathways on the platform, 
teachers can also view marking data in real time, allowing 
them to monitor individual students and whole-class 
performance. This powerful data helps teachers to target 
interventions early on, to plan their lessons effectively and 
to keep an overview of every student’s progress. 

Why is this so important?

With a class of 30 pupils, asking a teacher to keep track of 
every learner’s progress at all times and to personalise 
learning accordingly would be simply impossible – and, of 
course, teachers are responsible for more than one class. 
By doing the administrative heavy lifting and providing 
access to thousands of high-quality resources, AI makes 
differentiation possible, based on factors such as a student’s 
focus, difficulty levels and their pace of learning, even with 
large numbers of learners.
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Fortunately, there is a solution. Insights from artificially-
intelligent learning platforms like CENTURY are 
constantly improving and adapting, creating a significantly 
better learning environment for students. By taking on 
the administrative burden, they free up time for teachers 
to be even more student-facing and to focus on what 
they joined the profession to do: teach. 

The use of edtech has increased at an unprecedented 
scale as a result of the pandemic, with schools having 
tried and tested every form of education technology 
available to them over the past two years. 

Now that the power of artificial intelligence to 
personalise learning for students and reduce workload 
and stress for staff has been recognised by teachers 
across the world, it is clear that a truly artificial 
intelligence-led education will finally allow us to move 
from ‘one size fits all’ to ‘one size fits one’.

Learn more about CENTURY by visiting our 
website. 

And by saving teachers hours in resource creation, 
marking and data analysis, it allows them to focus 
their time on doing what they do best – use their 
passion, knowledge and training to teach their 
students. 

Looking to the future 

We know that differentiated lessons help students, 
who learn in different ways and at different paces, 
to make similar progress, we know that accurate 
data can be used to identify misconceptions and 
areas for improvement more quickly, and we know 
that students benefit from immediate and 
constructive feedback. 

But we also know that asking teachers to 
constantly keep track of and provide feedback on 
every learner’s progress, and to personalise lessons 
and homework accordingly, would be an impossible 
task. 
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AI will break down the 
conventional wisdom 
that schools are physical 
spaces where the 
learning takes place, and 
it happens five days a 
week from nine till 3:30 
pm, 38 weeks a year. In 
the AI-facilitated schools 
of the future, the 
students will increasingly 
learn in their own time, 
at their own pace, and in 
their own spaces. 
Teachers and teaching 
assistants will still be 
required, and we believe 
in the same numbers as 
today: but the nature of 
their work will subtly 
change, as some of the 
heavy-lifting of the teaching and the assessment is 
undertaken by A1-facilitated machines. Teachers will become 
less the sole fount of knowledge than tutors, mentors and 
coaches. No aspect of your school will be untouched by AI.

Consider this: 2 billion people in the world are currently 
playing computer games every day, to rise to 3 billion by 
2025. This is providing our young with intellectual challenge 
and stimulus too often absent from their school life. What is 
it saying about our schools if increasingly our young are 
stimulated by recreational games rather than by the passive 
learning in class, aimed not at practical learning but at 
exams? AI will bring the active as opposed to passive 
learning element into the heart of school learning. 

So, what is different about AI? Non-AI EdTech relies on a 
computer programme that's been written by a programmer 
or team of programmers. The system can't change its 
behaviour beyond what is written into that programme 
code. AI brings the ability of the technology to learn and 
therefore, behave in ways beyond what the programmers 
envisaged.
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In this article, we attempt to explain what is AI in 
schools, how it differs from conventional EdTech, why it 
might bring you important benefits, and how you might 
think about bringing it into your schools. 

Schools still are predominantly living in an analogue age, 
with patchy use of digital technology, let alone 
embracing the fourth education revolution suite of 
technologies facilitated by artificial intelligence (AI). 

Rose Luckin is Professor 
of Learner Centred 
Design at the UCL 
Knowledge Lab in London 
and author of 2018 book: 
Machine Learning and 
Human Intelligence: The 
Future of Education for 
the 21st Century.  Her 
research involves the 
design and evaluation of 
educational technology using theories from the 
learning sciences and techniques from Artificial 
Intelligence (AI). 

Sir Anthony Francis 
Seldon FRSA FRHistS FKC 
is a British educator and 
contemporary historian. 
As an author, he is known 
in part for his political 
biographies of Margaret 
Thatcher, John Major, Tony 
Blair, Gordon Brown, 
David Cameron and 
Theresa May.  Anthony 
Seldon has run schools 
and a university and is 
author of The Fourth Education Revolution.

The Fourth Education Revolution 
Reconsidered by 

Sir Anthony Seldon and Rose Luckin
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AI thus differs from non-AI tech in its potential 
for adaptivity as well as autonomy.  An AI system is able to 
adapt to meet the needs of the student, teacher or group 
of students who are using that technology. It enables the 
teacher to find out at speed about their students’ 
progress in any particular subject area. AI is increasingly 
able to do diagnostics too to aid in student 
assessment. Applying AI to data about learners produces 
detailed analysis of their behaviour to benefit that 
learner, their teacher or parents, so that everyone can 
understand more about learner progress, where they're 
bored or overstretched, and where they're struggling and 
what to do about it.
 
Second is autonomy, which means that the AI can learn 
and make decisions based on that learning - without the 
need for further human input. That of course, can be a 
disadvantage as well as an advantage!

The benefits of AI are already being felt in U.K. schools, 
especially in STEM subjects and language learning, 
providing adaptive tutoring in these areas. AI is starting 
to support other areas of 
the curriculum too, 
though it’ll take longer 
for the benefits to be felt 
in the humanities. 
 
AI very importantly can 
also help students with 
learning challenges eg 
voice activated interfaces 
can help students who 
find the keyboard a 
barrier. Visually and 
hearing impaired 
students can be vastly 
aided by feedback from 
AI, as can students with 
dyslexia and learning 
needs.
 
Let’s demonstrate with an example of a maths AI 
tutoring system, such as Carnegie Learning. The student 
completes a maths problem and the AI identifies, at each 
step, where the student is making mistakes, or not. It 
provides help by tutoring on incorrect steps, helping the 
student get to the right answer and maximise their 
progress. 

Virtual reality (VR) gaming environments including 
simulation offer students the possibility of solving 
problems that could never be undertaken in the physical 
classroom, eg understanding tipping points in melting 
glaciers or volcanic eruptions by being able to play out 
different scenarios in a simulated environment. Assassin’s 
Creed is an example of a high-selling video history game 
which can enhance school learning.

One of its programmes allows students to immerse 
themselves virtually in Viking locations, bringing this far 
period of history to life. Adding in AI to VR permits the 
simulation to be personalised to that individual or group 
of students. It's not just providing virtual reality 
simulation: it’s an adaptive virtual reality simulation, 
responding to the individuals’ abilities, interests and 
learning needs.

Schools need to recognise that AI is developing very 
quickly indeed. What is impossible today may become 
commonplace tomorrow. AI is becoming more efficient, 
more streamlined, and algorithms using less power can 
analyse larger datasets, but also smaller datasets. So the 
AI is becoming more sophisticated
and more intelligent at alarming speed. There will 
undoubtedly be more and more AI products and 
services available for educators and administrators. So 
it’s important to prepare for that fast approaching 
world.

It is absolutely vital though to understand the risks, 
because they are 
real. That’s why 
we set up the 
Institute for the 
Ethics of AI in 
Education, 
together with our 
colleague, Priya 
Lakhani, head of 
the education AI 
company, 
Century. Any 
system that 
processes 
personal data 
comes with risks 
to do with the 
storage of that 

data, the privacy of that storage and the security of that 
storage. What might processing do with the data and 
how will decisions be made based on the processing of 
the data? Should it be collected? Is there consent? Is it 
stored securely? Is it anonymized as far as possible? 
Then there's a question about the way the data is 
processed by the AI: is that processing being done in an 
ethical way? Does the person whose data or their 
parent or guardian understand what the AI is doing and 
how the AI is making decisions? A risk is that AI that 
may be biased because the data sets are not 
representative, or the algorithm is designed in such a 
way that it contains biases particular populations, 
subpopulations, and certain types of people. We have the 
risk too that AI will make a decision that is erroneous. 
AI can inform a decision that a particular student should 
be collectively placed in a particular category.  And 
actually, the AI is wrong.
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So intelligent buildings and smart schools are coming, 
with AI integrating data about what's happening in terms 
of food consumption, waste, green energy, lighting, 
heating etc. We can already use satellite imaging to look 
at the various different climate relevant footprints of 
different buildings. So if linked to AI, we have a system to 
adapt the way that the building is producing particularly 
damaging CO2 or is wasting lots of power or. 

Britain needs to wake up. It could be leading the world 
on AI in schools. China is furthest ahead with its use of 
AI, notably in after-school tuition and assessment. They 
are establishing a national programme to track every 
single student's performance, so they you will be able to 
make comparisons across different schools, different 
teachers, different regions. They are ahead in establishing 
a very integrated approach to data modelling. The US is 
second, with Silicon Valley producing many different 
products and beacon schools, as is India, increasingly, as 
well as Estonia and Finland. They're the ones that the 
Britain needs most to watch.
 
To conclude, we recommend forward-thinking schools 
and MATs should be trying to educate every teacher to 
understand AI so that they can then use it effectively, and 
they can help students to learn about the fundamentals 
of what AI can do. School administrators should look and 
learn what the best are doing to make more economic 
and greener schools. Pastoral leaders should be looking 
to integrate systems they trust. Edtech AI companies 
which might possibly be explored include Area9, Blippar, 
Century, Kidaptive, Knewton, Thinkster Math, Nuance, 
Scratch and Squirrel. We need many more schools to 
take leadership roles on AI. What is the alternative? If we 
do not occupy the leadership roles, others will, whose 
aims will not be the best possible education of the many, 
especially the least advantaged.

‘Century is 
currently the leading 
company on AI in 
British schools. You 
might want to also 
check out Blippar 
whose products 
combine computer 
vision intelligence 
technology and 
augmented reality to 
enhance the way 
students learn in the 
classroom. 

Deep fake impersonations are another serious risk, 
where sinister hackers and predators can 
impersonate trusted figures to make the young act 
against their best interests. This risk is heightened by 
the invisibility of AI - providing a potentially 
dangerous combination of data and processing. New 
risks appear all the time. Take Descript, not an 
educational system specifically, but it could be. If you 
create a video, Descript can alter the wording and 
the AI adapts the video footage so that it looks like 
you spoke the words that are changed. So there is a 
huge problem when it comes to being able to tell 
what is authentic and real from what is fake. Then 
there are the risks of the abuse of face recognition, 
which can be very useful for, say, checking that 
students are having lunch: but as we have seen, 
regimes can use it to exercise unwarranted degrees 
of control.

Let us turn to how AI could also be a great boon 
to pastoral care, an invisible friend for every student, 
by tracking their heart rates, other biological forms of 
data, neural data and behavioural data, which can be 
put into the system by those authorised to do so. 

At any point in time, the student themselves or their 
tutor can have thus a detailed picture of how that 
student is feeling eg what's troubling them, what 
should be troubling them, as well as how they're 
performing in school, with their friendships, and the 
state of their emotional comprehension and 
intelligence. This is all beginning to happen, but we 
should be aware it can be very intrusive.

AI further can help raise efficiency and make 
economies in school administration, over and beyond 
the powerful AI-assisted digital systems used at the 
moment, assisting in decisions on procurement, 
monitoring of finance and HR, and optimising physical 
space and kitchen facilities. 
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Improve Rather Than Prove: Learning and 
Development Designed for Impact 

by Vivienne Porritt

School leaders often struggle to know if 
Professional Learning and Development makes a 
difference to teachers and especially students. 
The Chartered College of Teaching reminds us 
that 'developing powerful teacher CPD' is a 
complex process for which leaders need to plan 
what they do and how they do it, (Scutt and 
Harrison, 2019: 06) to which I would add a focus 
on intended impact and evaluating the difference 
this complex process makes.

What do professional learning and 
professional development mean?

First or all, let’s change the language. I want to put learning 
back into our thinking. We develop practice from learning 
something new; a strategy or application of new 
knowledge. It’s worth exploring what professional 
learning and professional development mean. When 
collaborating with leaders of professional development 
(PD) in schools nationally and internationally, I find that 
reconceptualizing these terms leads to better design, 
more effective learning and impact for teachers, leaders, 
and students. So, it’s worth seeing them as two distinct, 
yet interconnected processes.

Professional learning includes all the opportunities offered 
for educators and leaders to learn something new, update 
skills, be informed of new developments, explore new 
techniques or resources and refresh subject-specific 
knowledge. Such opportunities are offered in a wide 
range of ways; courses, reading articles, visits to other 
organizations, lesson study, masters qualifications, peer 
observation. Such opportunities can be facilitated in-
house or by a university, commercial organisation, or an 
independent consultant.

Vivienne Porritt 
is a leadership 
consultant 
supporting 
professional 
learning, impact 
evaluation, 
strategy, and 
women's 
leadership. She 
is Vice President 
of the 
Chartered 
College of 

Teaching, and a Non-Executive Director for 
Captiva Learning.  Joyously, Vivienne is a Co-
Founder and Global Strategic Leader of 
WomenEd, an organisation that empowers 
and connects women leaders. 

She is a TEDx speaker, a coach, and an 
author of numerous articles for professional 
and academic journals. Vivienne is also co-
editor of 10%Braver: Inspiring Women to Lead 
Education (Sage, 2019) and Being 10%Braver 
(Corwin, 2021). 

Previously Vivienne was a secondary 
headteacher in Surrey, Director for School 
Partnerships at University College London, 
Institute of Education, as well as a Chair of 
Governors. 
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Professional development then becomes the process 
that builds on what has been learnt and effects a 
change ‘in the thinking and practice of our 
colleagues so that such change improves the 
experience and learning for pupils’ (Earley and 
Porritt, 2009: 139). Such improved practice needs to 
become embedded within a teacher’s ‘daily self-
monitoring’ (Barker and Rees, n.d,) before we can 
say there has been professional development. 
Professional Learning is the process for ‘solving 
entrenched educational problems’ (Timperley, 2011: 
5) and then Professional Development is applying 
what you have learned and practicing it until you are 
expert. It takes time to assess our new 
understanding, skills and strategies and takes even 
longer for improved practice to become habitual 
and embedded. 

This is where we need innovation in PLD and its 
leadership. While learning and development are 
clearly integral to each other, by reconceptualizing 
the two stages you can more easily design and 
implement the system by which learning is 
converted into developed practice which improves 
student learning.

This is a simple concept. However, it requires a 
shift in understanding of what constitutes PLD: a 
move from a passive, knowledge transmission 
model, to one in which acquired knowledge can be 
applied, trialled and its impact evaluated. The focus 
can then be PLD with ‘overt relevance of content 
to its participants and their day-to-day experiences 
and aspirations for pupils’ (Cordingley et al., 2015, 
p. 5).

Working with Kathryn Morgan, we tested this 
approach with very powerful outcomes as we share in 
Achieving a Professional Learning Culture: Issues, 
Improvements, Impact (Porritt and Morgan, 2020). As 
well as high quality PLD, the culture of the school 
developed to one of professional learning and 
improvement.

Leading Professional Learning and 
Development

I am always interested to know who leads PLD and 
whether there is a shared culture modelled by the 
headteacher / CEO and other school / trust leaders. 
PLD is most effective when embedded within a 
culture of learning which promotes teachers’ 
development based on an understanding that school 
improvement happens in classrooms with high-quality 
teachers. (Porritt et al. 2022).

In such a culture, ‘High-performing systems transform 
the improvement cycle into a culture of continuous 
professional learning that, in time, turns schools into 
true learning organisations’. (Jenson et al. (2016: 4). To 
me this means senior leaders ensure alignment of:

•  school improvement objectives, 
•  PLD
•  appraisal
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Evaluating the impact of PLD

School leaders often shy away from rigorous 
impact evaluation possibly because they 
believe it takes several years to see the 
results. The approach to impact evaluation 
that Earley and Porritt (2009) developed is 
practical in concept yet rigorous in the difference it can 
make. The work undertaken with over six hundred 
schools and colleges in the Effective Practices in CPD 
project explored Guskey’s key concept that evaluation 
should be ‘an integral part of discussions during the 
earliest stages of professional development planning 
when … goals are defined, and activities specified’ (2000: 
250). Working with schools shows me that evaluation 
tends to be at the end of a development activity yet all 
initial planning as to the potential impact of CPD should 
be undertaken before CPD activity starts if you want to 
evidence the impact of your design.

Would this require a significant change in the PLD 
practice of your school?  As schools work on their new 
normal during Covid, why not put a booster under your 
learning and development process! 

The key is to be clear on the specific impact you want to 
see. This means building a rigorous baseline of what 
current practice is like, before engaging in any PLD 
activity. Diagnosing the baseline practice then enables 
you to be noticeably clear on the appropriate form of 
professional learning that will support the difference you 
want.

This difference is best expressed as impact: the difference 
in staff behaviours, attitudes, skills, and practice due to 
the PLD in which staff have engaged. Impact must be the 
difference in the learning and experience of the children 
because of the change in colleagues’ practice: the latter 
only becomes possible once there has been impact from 
PLD. Bringing about an improved outcome in the learning 
and experience of students is what enables a leader to 
say that PLD has been effective, which then supports the 
mobilization of such knowledge across the school or 
trust.

#ImproveNotProve
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I recommend that the PLD Leader has strategic oversight of the leadership and 
management of appraisal and PLD. Appraisal then focuses on ways to improve learning 
and is developmental rather than judgmental. An effective culture of professional learning 
does enable school leaders to evidence improvement if the purpose of PLD and 
Appraisal is focused on Improving rather than Proving.

(Porritt, 2019).
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The impact of Covid was, by the end of April, very much 
apparent in how we lived and worked as we lived under a 
Hands Space Face restriction.

Hugging was out; waving at each other on the laptop was in. 
Those who were able to work from home, clapped for the 
NHS and on the whole followed the rules. The governance 
world was no different. On the whole we embraced online 
meetings, unmuted the muted – literally in some cases as 
governors who possibly had not got the confidence in 
meetings to ask questions suddenly found their voices from 
the comfort of their sofas and we laughed as people’s pets 
often joined in meetings at random moments. As a clerk and 
Governance Professional I found myself clerking virtual 
meetings, earphones on, across the country. Meeting people 
who have become firm friends, making new connections and 
embracing new opportunities. But not everyone has been so 
lucky. We made assumptions that everyone had access to a 
laptop so they could join meetings. We made assumptions 
that they had enough mobile data and bandwidth. We made 
the assumption that governance could continue in the same 
way only online and without the cake and visits. We made 
assumptions that we could make decisions in the ways we 
had always done. But we couldn’t. 

As a Governance Professional I have the privilege of 
attending meetings in a variety of different schools and trusts. 
I see and hear the amazing work that school staff – all of 
them from CEOs to cleaners, from School Business Leaders 
to the SENCo, Safeguarding leads to learning support 
assistants – have put in to keep our children and young 
people safe in school. One of the positives that has come out 
of the Covid pandemic is recognition that a school cannot 
function without the people we don’t see. 

The changing governance landscape

Governance, as we are regularly reminded, 
is about ‘steering not rowing’ ; it is about 
focusing on the first core function of 
governance, about delivering, aligning and 
living our vision and values. It is about really 
understanding at a granular level the 
purpose of schools and academies; about 
why and the purpose of education itself. 
Did we ever ask ourselves the huge Why 
question before the pandemic across the 
sector? I am not sure we did. 
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Artificial Intelligence in a Post-Covid 
Landscape

Fiona (Fee) Stagg is a National Leader of 
Governance and has been a governor and 
trustee in a number of schools and 
academies.  Fee sits on a number of 
governing boards to provide a professional 
clerk service. 

March 2020 arrived as it usually did with a dairy full 
of meetings. On the 3rd March I found myself in 
London travelling on the Tube feeling slightly wary as 
we were hearing increasingly dire warnings about 
something called coronavirus in northern Italy, and 
found myself elbow bumping with colleagues by way 
of greeting. The Tube that day, if memory serves, was 
more rammed than usual and people were actually 
talking to each other.   By the end of the month all 
my meetings, training sessions, social events were 
cancelled; governors and trustees found themselves 
unable to come into schools, meetings were on 
something called Zoom, lessons were being delivered 
on line, Joe Wicks was beamed into living rooms and 
school halls. The Government held daily briefings and 
the phrase ‘Next Slide Please’ had not yet entered 
the nation’s consciousness. 

We went into lock down, crossed the road to 
avoid the neighbours, tried to book on line 
shopping deliveries and discussed bubbles, social 
distancing and PPE. We knew things were 
changing and had no real idea how much.

Post Covid Governance - a personal view
by Fiona Stagg
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By way of slightly paraphrasing Henry Ford, I am fond of 
the quote, ‘if you always do what you've always done you'll 
always get what you've always got’. So let’s reflect on what 
has changed, what has been changed deliberately (as 
opposed to coincidentally) and what has been changed 
permanently and for the better, and work to sustain our 
governance practices by building on the foundations of 
the last 18 months’ positives.

Asking Question, Seeking Answers

Governors and trustees have a responsibility to ask 
questions which should be both curious and challenging, 
which both seek assurance and stretch thinking; 
questions which do not accept the status quo without 
asking for evidence, and which celebrate the lessons 
learned. For greater depth we should be curating the 
answers and using them iteratively to improve our 
practice. But what has changed and is it for the better? 
Maybe only you can answer that, however, I have seen;

• Governors and trustees on the whole embraced the 
move to online meetings; many are now moving 
forward with a mixed model, with some meetings 
face to face and others on line. Meetings are more 
focused and attendance has been strong, but the 
incidental moments of connection may have been 
lost. Some trustees have never met each other and 
we need to work hard to make sure that those who 
are not involved in the day to day life of schools, but 
are accountable – online it is hard to feel the impact 
of the cues that make us feel part of an organisation 
– understand their role and where the boundaries 
are.

• There has been increased and deepened engagement 
with our communities; with our parents and carers 
and our schools have stepped up and in many cases 
to support families and children and young people in 
crisis. Governors and trustees are 
now more aware than ever of the 
role schools play in the lives of 
children and young people.

•  In terms of our own CPD, the 
wholesale move to online learning 
has been a huge positive. One 
Teaching School in the summer term 
2020 offered a huge range of free 
daily webinars led by a leaders and 
teachers; others moved their face to 
provision online at very short notice 
and the face to face conferences we 
attended still took place but the 
serendipity was lost – no whispering 
to your colleague in case the chat 
went public.

During the last 18 months there have been some 
paradigm shifts in the conversations we are having 
across the governance sector;

1.       Climate change is front and foremost – academy 
trusts are actively considering their ESG and 
carbon reporting.

2.       Diversity, Equality and Inclusion is high on the 
agenda, sparked not just by Black Lives Matter 
but because it is the right thing to do.

3.       Challenging the relevance of the curriculum – 
are we really equipping our young people for life 
after school? Our enrichment activities may have 
been curtailed by Covid but the need is still 
there. What courageous questions are we asking 
about this at governor meetings and visits?

4.       Wellbeing and Mental Health – taking the time 
to take care and be kind to each other; giving 
each other the space to grieve, to breathe; to 
recover. Making sure our children and young 
people are safe. Many schools and trusts are 
nominating a governor or trustee to take 
oversight of wellbeing, ensuring that they always 
ask questions.

5.       Governors and trustees are more comfortable 
in talking about risk and compliance because 
Covid brought this to the fore, but should they 
now step back a little and let the leaders lead? 

After all “governance is not about the budget lines, personnel 
issues, and equipment approvals. It is about values, vision, and 
strategic leadership”, and this is never more important than 
now.

Fee Stagg is a Governance Professional and former National 
Leader of Governance. She is the co-founder 
of both Independent Governor Support and 
the National Association of School and 
College Clerks. Fee works for a number of 
academy trusts and is both a trustee and 
chair of governors. The views expressed in this 
article are her own.
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The Fourth Education Revolution is 
an extremely thought provoking read about 
the impending future impacts of Artificial Intelligence on our society in a 
rapidly changing world. 

The author is Sir Anthony Seldon, Vice-Chancellor of the University of 
Buckingham and formerly Headteacher of two very highly respected 
independent schools, Brighton and Wellington Colleges.  Within the book, 
Sir Anthony not only discusses the potential impacts of an impending 
artificial intelligence revolution on education, but, also studies in more 
detail the philosophical and moral debates surrounding the future of AI in 
within society.  As a result, this is a fascinating read not just for those of us 
directly involved in education, but also for those curious to learn more 
about how our societies are going to change immeasurably in the not too 
distant future. 
 
The first six chapters of the book set the context for the debate by:

•   Reviewing the key information surrounding the first three educational 
revolutions
•   Discussing what it means to be an ‘educated person’ 
•   Discussing five intractable problems with conventional education 

•   Reviewing/discussing what is meant by the term ‘Intelligence’
•   Defining/reviewing Artificial Intelligence and its potential uses/impacts
•   Reviewing the current usage/development of AI in the USA and the UK  

Each of the first six chapters of the book offer a fascinating insight into the development of both education and AI 
and furthermore, a glimpse into the future in terms of how education must change from the “factory model” of 
the first three educational revolutions.  It becomes very apparent during the first part of the book that the Covid 
19 pandemic has hugely increased the speed of change and that consequently, we must be prepared.  However, 
waiting for the fourth education revolution to “happen to us” will likely mean that we are left behind as the 
current evidence suggests that such sweeping changes that are needed within education are unlikely to come from 
government.  The opportunity and action for change will need to be driven by educationalists at all levels and this 
will take courage, innovation and creative thinking from school leaders and teachers.

The key chapter in terms of implications for school educationists is the discussion of ‘The future of AI in 
Schools’ (Chapter 7). Within this section of the book, Seldon’s methodology (after Susskind and Susskind) is to 
establish a ten-part model for education by aggregating the tasks of the teacher and the student:
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Research Corner:
What Neil Davies has been reading:

The Fourth Education Revolution Reconsidered 
by Anthony Seldon
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Five Traditional Tasks in Teaching: 

•   Preparation of materials 
•   Organisation of the classroom/ learning space 
•   Ensuring that all students are engaged in learning
•   Setting and marking assignments
•   Preparation for terminal examinations and writing summative reports

Five Traditional Activities in Learning:

•   Memorising knowledge
•   Applying the knowledge
•   Turning knowledge into understanding
•   Self-assessment and diagnosis
•   Reflection and the development of autonomous learning 

Seldon then goes on to argue how each of five traditional tasks involved with teaching will be transformed by AI over 
the coming decades: 

•    Preparation of materials:  will be undertaken by ‘Curation specialists’ whose job it is to work with AI machines to 
author and identify the most appropriate material for particular student profiles.

•    Organisation of the learning space: ‘Separate classrooms will disappear in time and replaced by pods and wide 
open, flexible spaces which can be configured for individual and flexible collective learning. Sensors will monitor 
individual students, measuring their physiological and psychological state, picking up on changes faster and more 
accurately than any teacher could.’

•    Presentation of materials: ‘The flexibility of visual representation with AI allows material to be presented to 
students which renders much teacher exposition redundant.’ 

•    Setting/marking assignments: ‘Advances in real-time assessment enabled by AI will virtually eliminate this waiting 
period (the time lag between students being assessed and them receiving feedback on their performance) and 
ensure feedback comes when most useful for learning.’

•    Preparation for terminal examinations/writing summative reports: ‘All this will be swept away by AI.  In its place 
will be attention to continuous data reporting, and real time feedback that will help students discover how to 
learn autonomously and how to address any deficiencies on their own.’  

And so, to the biggest question of all: Will we need teachers in the future? Seldon is very clear with his views on 
this ‘We do not believe that it is either possible or desirable for AI to eliminate teachers from education’ but he does 
go on to point out that ‘the application of AI places more responsibility for learning in the hands of the student, for 
how their time is spent and on what, even from a young age.’  Furthermore, he states that ‘AI will change, the job of 
the teacher forever. By supporting teaching in all their five traditional tasks, AI will usher in the biggest change the 
profession has ever seen.’   In conjunction with learning from the Covid 19 pandemic, Seldon also recognises that 
remote teaching is a distinct possibility: ‘Imminent advances in virtual technologies will mean too, that teachers no 
longer have to be physically present to offer their services.’
 
The Fourth Education Revolution really is an excellent read and highly recommended for anyone with a vested 
interest in the direction of either education or the wider world.  There remains absolutely no question about whether 
change is coming, it is!  The real questions that exist ask whether we, (within education) are prepared to take the 
necessary risks and ownership to drive this change and, in turn, help to develop and prepare our young people for 
happy and prosperous lives in the 21st century.

Artificial Intelligence in a Post-Covid 
Landscape
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The Apocalypse of 
English Education – The 
End & The Beginning

The End.

Education as we have known it 
in England is over (even if only 
temporarily).  While COVID-19 
continues to wreak havoc on 
our communities, it has also 
shone a light on the flawed 
underpinnings of our current 

model of education.

The belief that competition and basic information are the 
primary drivers of improvement and that the logic of the 
free market in business could and should be applied to 
schools – has had its day. And its day is done.

A school is not a business and children are not 
commodities.

And while some schools – often heavily advantaged prior to 
the competition itself – have seemingly benefited from 
increased autonomy, parental choice and ‘comparable 
measures’ like standardised tests and Ofsted frameworks, 
they are far outweighed by the hidden and disastrous costs.

We don’t need to look very far to see the flaws inherent in 
the business model.  While the average consumer feels 
satisfied at the quick delivery and low prices of giants like 
Amazon or Asda (Walmart), we ignore the high cost 
associated with this type of survival of the fittest – the 
outsourcing of jobs to countries with abhorrent labour laws, 
environmental standards and child labour practices, or the 
avoidance of tax in the countries in which they operate.

There is a dark side to everything.  The high cost of low 
price.  After a while, we forget about the costs because 
we’ve normalized them.

Just like the high cost of low prices, parents in England have 
similarly been lulled into a false sense of belief about the 
effectiveness of our own education system and the costs 
associated with operating this way.  Many parents feel 
satisfied with the current state of things without ever being 
told the deeply damaging impact it is having on the 
community next door.

Artificial Intelligence in a Post-Covid 
Landscape

No Ordinary Classroom - Blogs written
by Jeremy Hannay, Headteacher from Three Bridges 

Our schools are suffering the disastrous consequences of 
high stakes market competition: an inability to recruit in to 
teaching, sky-high attrition, low staff morale and job 
satisfaction, narrowed curriculum, over-reliance on 
standardized test data, and overly-simplistic quality 
frameworks shown to dominantly serve communities that 
are already heaving with advantage.

What are the opportunity costs? What are we missing out 
on as a nation when we have a small pool of applicants, 
teachers leaving in record numbers every year, a generally 
unhappy workforce that feel misaligned with why they 
became teachers in the first place, coupled by clear data that 
shows our test scores and inspection frameworks do largely 
nothing but celebrate or denigrate your post code?

The answer is a lot. You don’t have to look too far across the 
pond (and I’m not talking about the USA) to see what 
education looks like when academic prowess is balanced 
carefully with pupil passion like sport, the arts, music, drama 
or activism.  Or to see how fulfilled and motivated teachers 
and school leaders are because they are valued and trusted 
and the incremental gains that adds to the teacher-pupil 
relationship.  Or to see the confidence, hope and graduation 
rates to entry in to higher education and/or the workforce 
from all walks of life.  Where labels are for tins, not people.

Our schools, leaders and teachers deserve better.  Our 
parents deserve better. And, most importantly, our children 
deserve better.

We shouldn’t have a state education model where only a 
very small few get to the top – we deserve a model that 
promotes the collaboration, creativity and success of 
everyone. It should not be survival of the fittest – it should 
be success for all.  It is not a competition – it is not a 
business – everyone should make it.

And we do not need to accept the old model anymore.

We have an opportunity to put all of our flawed and failed 
notions to rest. We can awkwardly continue to rub sticks 
together in an attempt to make fire, petulantly shouting at 
onlookers when ‘it works’ as they awkwardly put their 
lighters back in their pockets. Or we can put our sticks 
down, stand up, brush ourselves off, and begin to move 
forward.

And this is where we must begin – with the end.
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The Beginning.

Many people get to this stage and ask 
what the alternative is.  And this should 
be the exciting bit.  There are models 
from around the world that we can use 
as a starting point.  Decades of 
educational system and leadership 
literature to draw upon. Nothing that 
anyone else is doing will fit us 
perfectly.  And nothing that we will 
choose will be perfect.  So why 
change?

We change because the world has evolved.  What we know 
and understand about children, community, learning, the 
purpose of schooling has multiplied exponentially. And the 
model we have in place is based on old knowledge.

Accountability has its place.  This is public money and we 
are caring for society’s most precious.  Testing has a place – 
but as a servant, rather than a master. And a focus on 
system/school/professional improvement has its place – not 
from an inspectorate on high; but between schools 
(teachers), for schools (teachers) and by schools (teachers).  
But these principles must serve the system, not drive it.

The value in things like punitive accountability and 
individualistic measures are wrong and past their expiry.  I 
built my school, despite the relentless pressure to compete, 
on the following principles.

That, in order to grow an Incredible School, served by 
Incredible Leaders & Teachers, in service of an Incredible 
Community, we must focus on:

• Building the capacity of all professionals through collective 
responsibility, teamwork and collaboration.  No longer 
can we afford to endure a system of each school against 
the other or each teacher against the other.

• Developing a moral commitment and inspiration in all 
staff, supported by policy and leadership. Simply filling 
empty buckets is not what most of us got in to teaching 
for.  It is time to refocus on what education can truly do. 
Start with WHY.

• Greater professional agency inside a system of support, 
development and challenge. This is a gradual release over 
time supported by coherent and aligned policy and 
development.

• Curriculum & Pedagogy that are concerned with both 
curricular outcomes and deep personal development 
rooted in social justice. Getting great test scores needs to 
be equally weighted with developing incredible young 
people that are resilient agents of change in their own 
lives and communities. What we teach and how it is 
taught/learned are equally important.

• Performance metrics that look 
beyond performativity and 
deliverology to deep learning, 
ongoing professional development 
and professional inquiry. Teacher led 
learning and leadership are at the 
heart of this movement.

• School-to-School, Leader-to-Leader, 
Teacher-to-Teacher support & 
development models free from 
punitive intervention. We need to 
eliminate anything that screams low 
trust and high threat.

If COVID-19 has taught us anything, it is that teachers and 
school leaders don’t need threat or verification to 
perform. There are no silver bullets.  No one-stop-shop for 
improvement.

Hargreaves & Fullan discuss what this could look like on the 
ground, at school and teacher levels.  My own school – 
Three Bridges – took this advice nearly a decade ago and 
have only gotten stronger since.  We now support many 
other schools in adopting these type of principles.

Guidelines for the School Agenda

1 – Promote Professional Capital
2 – Know Your People: Understand their Culture
3 – Secure Leadership Sustainability & Stability
4 – Beware of Contrived Collegiality
5 – Reach Beyond Your Borders
6 – Be Evidence Informed, Not Data Driven

Guidelines for Teachers

1 – Become a True Professional
2 – Start with Yourself: Examine Your Own Experience
3 – Be Mindful
4 – Build Your Human Capital Through Social Capital
5 – Push and Pull Your Peers
6 – Invest in and Accumulate Your Decisional Capital
7 – Manage Up: Help Your Leaders Be The Best They Can Be
8 – Take the First Step
9 – Surprise Yourself
10 – Connect Everything Back to Your Pupils

I am not completely sure what the future looks like.  I know 
it cannot go back to what it was.  And I feel a sense of 
excitement at what it could be. This pandemic – while 
horrible and rotten and very much no good – has provided 
us with an opportunity.

Whatever it becomes – it will need to be shaped by us all – 
together.

This is the beginning.
#TeachersWithoutBorders
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Lessons from Lockdown

Look
If you had
One shot
Or one opportunity
To seize everything you ever wanted
In one moment
Would you capture it
Or just let it slip?
Eminem

A few years ago, well before the lockdown, we began 
rewriting the curriculum at Three Bridges. While it was a 
complex and challenging journey, it started with some 
simple events that changed the course of our journey 
together. It was an autumn evening, the staff sat, 
exhausted, in a classroom upstairs about to engage in an 
INSET about one of our new curricular elements – 
mindfulness, mental health and well being. I sat in the back 
of the room watching the staff engage in the topic before 
having a rather emotional moment during one of the 
activities.

After a short break, we all came back to a raisin on our 
tables.  Not raisins, plural. One raisin. Each. 

It was an odd gesture to say the least. After a moment of 
everyone making jokes about what happened to the rest 
of the raisins, the staff became quiet as the trainer spoke. 
 She asked how many of us were mindful. The staff 
remained quiet, heads turning slightly left and right, to 
quickly lock eyes with one another, assessing whether 
everyone else felt as awkward by the question as they did. 
 She continued – how many of us notice the small things, 
the seemingly insignificant?  How well do we stop? Pause? 
Take in the world around us? And how often are we 
rushing from one thing to the next – living life like a never 
ending ‘to do’ list, never really taking a break, simply 
shuffling from one job done to another? When was the 
last time we actually tasted a meal or smelled a flower? 
You could see the staff reflecting on their busy lives as 
teachers, parents, carers, husbands, wives, mothers, fathers. 
You could feel the air begin to thicken with deep exhales 
of realisation: we had all – younger, older, teacher, TA, 
office staff, leaders – been caught up in the next lesson, 
the next conversation, the next meeting, the next email. 
 As a school that speaks loudly about mindfulness – about 
well being – we had all drifted.

Then she asked us to pick up the raisin.  Place it in our 
mouths.  Don’t chew it.  Don’t swallow it.  Just roll it 
around in your mouth.  Notice the texture, the flavours. 
Notice how it feels to shift it from one slide to the other, 
to press it to the top of your palette, hold it under your 
tongue.  And everyone did.  A pin dropping would have 
been an atomic bomb.

We needed to practice being mindful. Stopping. Pausing. 
Capturing the moment. It was a defining moment in our 
journey as a school – both professionally and personally. 
 The room was silent and the point became salient: the 
most important moment is now. What will you capture 
from it?

The search is what anyone would undertake if he were 
not sunk in the everydayness of his own life. To become 
aware of the possibility of the search is to be onto 
something. Not to be onto something is to be in despair.
Walker Percy

Schools closed on the 20 March to most pupils. The 
everydayness of our work – the planning, meetings, 
phone calls, emails, lessons – came to a grinding halt. The 
external factors paused: Ofsted, SATs, GCSEs, league 
tables. Who were we now? What was our purpose? 
What is the role of a teacher if they cannot teach? The 
role of a school if it is empty of all children? When 
everything that had us running from pillar to post 
stopped abruptly and the pace of life shifted from sprints 
to crawls, what would we capture?

When the narrowness of Ofsted was paused; the 
pressures of national testing lifted; the heaviness of what 
often consumes schools, leaders and teachers 
transformed; an examination of what remained was 
natural.  While the focus of primary schooling 
throughout the last decade has been highly academic and 
standardised, monitored and scrutinised, data driven and 
roboticized, what became clear was how insignificant 
those metrics are in detailing the complexities, strengths 
and challenges of schools. A school narrative is a lived 
one, between people. It is relational.  It is organic and 
changing.

The risk of the present is losing the discovery of the 
pause to the chaos of the return: rushing back to the 
way things have always been to fit the system, rather 
than emerging slowly into our new position as we 
ensure the system fits us.  The catch up, tuition, 
boosters, and often carceral approaches to leadership 
and learning will only take us backwards. We need more 
asking, less telling.  Greater questions, fewer answers. 
 More thinking and discussing.  More collaboration, more 
connectedness, and more community in learning and 
working. 

If we have learned anything from lockdown, it is that 
schools provide so much more for the community than 
courses and content, knowledge and skills.  And more 
than this, we must continue to see the children beyond 
our own school gates and our adults beyond the front of 
the classroom.  
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Education is a 
practice of freedom 
                 
What is certain coming 
out of the lockdown is 
the importance and deep 
need for human 
connection.  We have all 
now felt the depths of 
isolation on our lives, our 
mental health and well 
being.  And there is 

something big to capture 
here: incredible schools are built on connection, 
collaboration and relationships – adults with themselves, 
adults with each other, adults with children, children with 
themselves and children with each other.  Sustainable, 
engaged whole school improvement is truly about 
creating the kind of environment that aligns, inspires and 
challenges our professional people catalysed through 
meaningful relationships.  School improvement and 
professional development is not an observation or 
course, it’s not in an inspection or the books or the data. 
 It is in each other.  Lesson and learning study, teacher 
research groups, learning rounds, teacher led learning, 
lines of enquiry.  This is the social capital – the human 
connection – that fuels our greatest moments and our 
greatest schools. Because it speaks to each of us deeply. 
 Connection is how we must move forward.  Yet, 
connection is not limited to our professional 
interactions – it must also be about how we each 
connect to our curriculum and how we want our young 
people to connect to their future.  

And this is the second capture: the curriculum of our 
school is both in the content we teach and the way we 
interact – adults and children – in the presence of that 
same content.  The explicit and hidden curriculum.  Who 
we are as an organisation and how we go about 
educating each other and our young people is curricular. 
 Furthermore, the climate we create in our school 
through prioritising connection – the professional 
relationships, professional challenge and collaborative 
learning, also creates the conditions under which people 
feel comfortable to speak up, challenge us, and improve 
our schools.  But not only about teaching and learning. 
 The other side of the same hand is that compliant and 
disconnected teachers that don’t have interwoven, 
meaningful opportunities to speak up about learning and 
teaching, also won’t speak up about the systemic racism, 
bigotry or sexism that can silently invade organisations, 
often quietly and incrementally.  When we create the 
conditions under which only some can progress, only 
some can contribute, improve and flourish, we 
unintentionally grow a school that resembles us more 
than the community and people we serve.  That is 
colonisation at its core.

Decolonising our 
curriculum also 
means 
decolonising our 
leadership. 
 Connection must be to each other. It must be 
content.  And it must also be to our minds and 
(in)actions.

This is the third capture: we must fight injustice at 
every level and support the development of 
professional understanding, research, and practice for 
those communities and peoples that are marginalised, 
racialised and excluded from much of education and 
society.  We must examine our curricula, seeking to 
build one that is global, muti-ethnic and inclusive.  We 
must examine our practices for their alignment with 
our longer-term goals.  How are we promoting 
criticality, oracy and a deep sense of community for 
our adults and pupils?  What is the relationship 
between teaching social justice & equity and didactic 
teaching?  Or sitting in rows? 0 tolerance? Cultural 
capital?  When we realise that relationships and 
connection are at the heart of incredible community 
schools, this must be a relationship with every 
community, not only the ones we see. 

In our new world, we must not succumb to the 
rhetoric of getting back to normal or ‘catching up’ on 
what was lost. In that deficit speak, we must shine 
with our strength – our capture. Our profound and 
innate necessity to connect. The way we connect with 
each other in schools; the approaches we use to grow, 
develop, challenge and change. The way we connect in 
the presence of knowledge; adults and children alike 
as leaders of their own learning, present in pedagogy 
and practice, 
knowledge and 
content, and in 
our own minds 
and (in)actions. 
We have a 
moment – 
before the rush 
back to normal 
– to roll the 
raisin around in 
our mouths. To 
define the 
future. To stop, 
pause and learn 
from the 
moment. 

What will you 
capture?
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Contact Us

The Evolve Trust
c/o The Beech Academy, 

Fairholme Drive,
Mansfield,

Nottinghamshire,
NG19 6DX.

Phone: (01623) 348100
Email:  evolvealliance@evolvetrust.org

http://www.evolvetrust.org
  twitter:  @_evolvealliance 
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